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tag[s]: homicide notes i.e. is creative thought?, stream analysis (brief), lgbtiq society enforced posits, 

sexuality rights   

 

Source, citation: Gilmore Girls [which one] disc 3, 6th season 

 

theme: vague 

The beginning looks like a murder scene; the only cue besides the mild lock-out and vague zooming 

around of the lock-out or part lock-out is a match to lgbtiq hate crimes; …  

Vaguely, I recall from briefly watching snippets of this sitcom in the past that these two characters uh 

colloquially speaking: get together at least at some point of the sitcom sequence; 

But in any case from the beginning of this motif; it’s clear that whatever actual reality that’s real this 

criminological [uh, thing] applies to the second appearing character in direct witnessing, was clearly self-
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and-by the other character identified as being gay. The gender is less clear at this point; despite the 

depiction of clearly one as male [2nd] and the other as female [1st in direct witnessing] 

However, if you have a comparative relation; than [/next: then] perhaps as compared to the 1st 

character the 2nd is more male [and this is understood to be the case by both] and perhaps the same 

goes into the sequence of sexuality i.e. as comparatively; but this is only a perhaps … 

Accompanying music citation: Tor Miller - Carter & Cash 

 

Part Two. Outside of Sitcom 

 

     Unfamiliar people witnessed in other relevancy following individual deceased to work scenarios, and 

pretending that it is, was normal for them to be present at work scenarios of the deceased individual. 

     When penetrated by requesting assistance from higher staff at such scenarios, they either were killed 

themselves by the same group/and-or did nothing to help the primary v: homicide victim of this homicide.  

   Individual primary homicide victim identified as gay and was male, and had a series of partners that 

were all serious; then … at the approximate time that things were settling with most recent partner 
[/present partner near homicide of p.v.], the juxtaposition of this form of unholy toward lgbtiq terrorism 

took place [stalking veneration as described above]; and partner died during a gender related operation. 

[GRO] Primary homicide victim in this context: seemed unable to recover from synchronistic grief: and at 

this point he was killed by the group stalking him to his work scenarios. 

[Parallel combat training review: with empathy for actualized clients; differing emotions either of deceit 

and-or of no entry emotional cognizance toward their perpetrators] 
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Grocery Store & Post Offices murders 

[Perpetrators] They seemed unable to recall his name; and despite not being introduced to him formerly; 

examples: include translated to this time context reality interaction would be seeing them at the grocery 
store, repeatedly; and then their appearing at … victim’s work scenarios  [Primary victim seems to recall 

the stalkers being of/with clearly depicting unfriendliness toward him at the approach of theirs at his work 

scenarios, especially; in a personal seeming way; which left him feeling nervous to approach 

work.][Target practices would be enacting non-personal unfriendliness in general society interactional 

[practice]] 

[Generalization techniques: work stress may correlate to such completed attempts seized by the existing 

entropy of such function in society. Deserves to be uh researched?] 

 

                                                                                                             Different Motif Operation Induction 

This murder transforms the approach to love crimes : asexual {i.e. non-sexual} and sexual; … utilizing 

the experiences of lgbtiq deceased victims {unjustly deceased} to enforce the society reality translation of 

enforcing such attempted homicides [away] from happening altogether, the transposition of utility of 
lgbtiq such homicide experiences; perhaps needs to be operated on in context, examples; and further 

levitates the existance of the perpetrated upon victims. [i.e.]  

----- 

Additional notes personal combat related: those psycho bitches are back at it again; their forms of 

heinous un-tolerable abuse; under w.y.’s uh “regime” ha. Who is the uh the ? 

Accompanying music citation: j. richter at it again  

 

 

  


